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 Burns and Tradition. By Mary Ellen Brown. Urbana and Chicago,
 University of Illinois Press, 1984. $19.95.

 This study takes as its objective the unravelling of some of the threads in a very
 difficult knot indeed-the relationship between the poet Robert Burns and tradition.
 The first part of the book deals with the traditional language (the Scots vernacular),
 lore and song of Burns's native Scotland as a cultural environment nourishing his
 early poetic development. Next, we follow the poet to Edinburgh, where he becomes
 active in the collecting and editing of Scottish folksong, participating in the
 antiquarian and nationalistic impulses of his day. These chapters describe a poetic
 voice so closely attuned to the local tradition that, in spite of literary influences, it is
 often impossible to discern where Burns leaves off and tradition begins, and vice
 versa.

 The second part of the book turns this relationship on its head, and documents
 Burns's apotheosis into a source and object of tradition in his own right. We find that
 much of Burns's verse, so inspired by local tradition, has found its way into the oral
 canon of his people. Moreover, a whole body of poetry and song, legends and tales,
 has developed around the historical figure of Robert Burns. Finally, this study
 includes a chapter on the institution known as the Burns Supper, a festive celebration
 of this foremost literary spokesman of the Scottish people.

 What emerges from all this is a portrait of a man whose virility, idealism, and
 worldly success represent values esteemed in Scottish folk culture; of a poet whose
 literary voice faithfully echoes the voice of Scottish tradition; and of a people who
 found in this remarkable poet a symbol of their cultural autonomy in the face of legal
 absorption into the English nationality.

 John H. McDowell

 The Japan Foundation. Dance and Music in South Asian Drama: Chhau,
 Mahakalt pyakhan and Yakshagana. Report of Asian Traditional Perform-
 ing Arts (ATPA) III. Tokyo, Japan: Academia Music Ltd. Under the
 auspices of The Japan Foundation, 1983. Pp.354.

 The Asian Traditional Performing Arts (ATPA) projects sponsored by The
 Japan Foundation began in the spring of 1976 and continued in 1978 and 1981. The
 first event, "Asian Music in an Asian Perspective," dealt with art- and function-
 oriented ethnic musics from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Phillipines, Thailand and
 Japan. The theme of the second event, "Musical Voices of Asia," explored the musics
 of Burma, Bengal, Mongolia and Japan.

 In the third event, "Dance and Music in South Asian Drama," held in Japan in
 June, 1981, earlier musical themes were combined with the interrelated field of dance
 and theater, and the presentation of little known or documented traditions from East

 and South India and Nepal allowed for a comparative approach. Films, cultural
 programs, exhibitions, performances and seminars struck a balance between public
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